Alarm Bell

Description
The 6” and 10” Alarm Bells provide an audible notification of a sprinkler system event. Can be used to signal flow within the sprinkler system or tampering with a monitored valve. Each bell is complete and provides 4 wire connectivity for “through” wiring to additional devices*. UL Listed.

Installation
Install according to the installation instructions provided with each bell. Installation of the alarm bell should be performed by a qualified electrician only. Improper installation may cause electrical shock, damage or failure of one or more connected devices.

MAKE SURE SOURCE POWER HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED AND “LOCKED OUT” PRIOR TO INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION OF THE ALARM BELL TO ANY DEVICE.

Specifications

Size:
6”
10”

Power:
120 VAC
(4 conductor)

Finish:
Red

Additional Accessories:
ABS Back Box
Wire Bell Cage
911 Bell Sign